
1 EXT-FOREST-DAY

Ian is walking away from the little campsite into the

forest.

After walking through trees for a while he decided to go

back. He attempts it a couple of time before he realises he

is lost.

2 EXT-FOREST-NIGHT

Ian is crouched down in a ball by a tree. His stomach starts

to rumble in hunger but then he gets an idea.

IAN

Oh yea. I think bear grills ate a

bit of bark once for nutrients or

something.

Ian strips a slice of bark of the nearest tree. He bibles on

it for a while and even manages to swallow it.

Ian spits some out.

IAN

That was a lot worse than I thought

that would be.

Ian crawls up into a ball under the tree and then falls

asleep.

3 EXT-FOREST-MORNING

Ian is awoken by a voice. It sounds close but when he opens

his eyes there is no one in sight.

ACORN

Hey....Psst...are you awake.

Ian looks up to see a squirrel. He rubs his eyes and looks

at Acorn.

ACORN

Are you okay.

Ian suddenly jumps back into the tree he was laid by.

IAN

What the...how are you speaking.

Before Acorn gets to speak Ian chimes in.
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IAN

I knew that bark was a bad idea.

This cant be real.

Ian reaches out and pokes Acorn. Acorn jumps back.

ACORN

Hey! What was that for...And I

think you will find i’m very much

real.

Ian falls to the floor and curls into a ball.

IAN

I knew eating that bark would be

bad....my mom always told me to not

eat random things.

ACORN

So you did eat the sacred bark. I

thought it was strange for you to

hear me.

Ian comes out of a ball and sits up slightly.

IAN

So i’m not going mad? You can

really talk?

ACORN

Of course I can!

IAN

Ive never heard an animal talk

before. How is it that I can now?

Acorn jumps down to a lower tree to the same level as Ian.

ACORN

All animals can talk. But its like

humans, we just speak our own

language. I mean animals can

understand each other and also

humans so I guess you could say we

are smarter.

Ian gets on to his knees so that he is at a better angle to

talk to Acorn.

IAN

Okay, but how is it I can talk to

you?
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ACORN

Well you said you ate the bark

right? Well the tree you ate the

bark from is a sacred tree that

picks out the forest champion!

Ian’s expression changes to confusion at this.

IAN

Wait! Forest Champion? What does

that mean?

ACORN

Wow you humans really are dumb....

I tell you what we have to go see

the Elder Tree about this anyway so

he can explain it.

IAN

Elder Tree?

ACORN

Come on. I haven’t got forever you

know...Just follow me.

Acorn jumps down from the tree on to the forest floor and

starts to run towards a small opening.

Ian looks around and decides to follow him.

4 EXT-FOREST FOREST OPENING-DAY

Ian come out into a huge opening in the trees with a single

huge tree in the middle. As he approaches the tree he

notices that it has a beard made of blossom and a old

withered face in the trunk.

IAN

Wow, that tree looks so real.

Almost like its alive.

Suddenly the tree moves and creaks slightly and a huge

booming voice comes from the mouth under the beard.

ELDER TREE

That is because I am my dear boy!

Ian jumps back. Once again surprised by this new character.

ELDER TREE

Its okay Ian. I will not hurt you.

You are very safe!

Ian stands up slowly.
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IAN

You...Know my name?

Elder tree chuckles slightly making a large rumble in the

forest surrounding.

ELDER TREE

Why of course I do. I am the Elder

Tree. I know all who are destined

to become a Champion of the forest!

Ian looks down at Acorn and back up to the Elder Tree.

IAN

What is this about the ’Champion of

the forest.

ELDER TREE

Did you tell him nothing Acorn.

About his destiny!

Ian interrupts Acorn before he gets to speak.

IAN

Wait. Wait. Wait. Acorn? Really?

ACORN

What? My family are simple

squirrels.

IAN

And what is this about my destiny.

Old tree guy?

Elder tree takes a hearty breath.

ELDER TREE

A champion of the forest is a

saviour that comes around every 100

of years. They are destined to eat

the sacred bark and grasp there new

found power.

IAN

And why is this?

ELDER TREE

There are evil forces at work in

the forest. Evil tree men. Traitors

to their own kind are trying to

take over and turn the forest dark.

And you Ian are the next one who

will stop the forces of evil.
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Ian looks at Acorn and then back at the Elder Tree.

IAN

This is crazy! I have to try and

get home!

ELDER TREE

Im sorry Ian. But once the sacred

tree has chosen a champion he can

not leave the forest until he has

claimed his destiny.

Ian stare towards the dense brush and long line of forest

trees.

IAN

Well then how do I get out?

ELDER TREE

Simple. You must defeat and seal

all the tree men away. And then you

must beat Oaklend there leader.

IAN

You said there was Champions before

me. So why didn’t they do it?

ELDER TREE

Sadly they were defeated either by

his top two henchmen or by Oaklend

himself.

The ground starts to rumble.

ELDER TREE

I haven’t got a lot of time left.

Please help the forest and stop the

darkness. Acorn will guide you on

your journey. Please take care of

him Acorn

Elder Tree starts to stiffen and lose the life like glow he

normally has.

ELDER TREE

One last thing Ian. Its

ver...portant...your...father

wa.......

Before he can finish his sentence he turns fully into his

tree form.



6.

5 EXT-FOREST-DAY

Ian is walking through the forest with Acorn. Still

pondering what the Elder Tree had said.

IAN

I still don’t understand what he

was talking about. What do I do?

And what was he saying about my

dad?

ACORN

Look, I know as much as you.

It falls silent for a short time. Acorn stops at a rather

large tree with a hole in it.

ACORN

Have a look in there. Should be

something for you in there.

Ian puts his hand in the tree. He grabs a hard metallic

object and pulls it out. It looks like a small square with a

red button on top.

ACORN

That is your battle armer.

Ian tries pressing the button but nothing happens.

IAN

It must be broken. Why is it not

doing anything?

ACORN

You can only use it in your time of

need. Anyway lets keep going.

Ian and Acorn walk into the thick trees.

6 EXT-FOREST-DAWN

Ian and Acorn walk out from a large brush of trees. In front

of them is a huge cave.

ACORN

Well this is the start. Are you

ready?

IAN

Nope. But I don’t have much choice.

A large gust of wind comes from the cave. A smell of rotten,

damp wood fills there noses.
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IAN

Well...Lets go then

ACORN

Ok!

Acorn and Ian walk into the dark cave.

FADE TO BLACK


